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Let D be a commutative DVR with maximal ideal (x), quotient field K, 
and residue field k = D/(x), and let /i be a classical order in M,(K), the 
ring of n by n matrices over K. If n contains a set of n orthogonal idem- 
potents then ,4 is called a tiled order. Since any tiled order is isomorphic 
to a tiled order in M,(D), we will assume throughout that n is a subring 
of M,(D). Our interest here is in tiled orders of finite global dimension. 
R. B. Tarsy conjectured [T] that the upper bound gldim n <n - 1 holds 
for n > 2 for any classical order in M,(K) (and he gives an example which 
shows that gldim n = n - 1 is possible). V. A. Jategaonkar proved Tarsy’s 
conjecture for tiled orders with n = 2, 3,4 [J2] and for any triangular tiled 
order [Jl ] (a tiled order /i = (A,) is triangular if Ati = D for i Q j). Here we 
will prove Tarsy’s conjecture for a classical tiled order /1 containing the 
ideal I = M,( (x)) of M,(D). 
Our proof makes use of the graphical techniques Roggenkamp, 
Wiedemann, and Fujita have adapted from the representation theory of 
finite dimensional algebras (see [Rl, R2, WR, Ful, FUR]). A tiled order 
can be described completely by its valued quiver; when A 2 I this quiver is 
closely related to the quiver for A = A/Z, which in our case will have no 
loops or cycles. 
In the second section we prove some general results (Proposition 2.2 and 
Proposition 2.6) relating rgldim n and rgldim(e/ie) for e an idempotent of 
an arbitrary ring A. While in general the global dimensions of /1 and ene 
can differ greatly, we show that for a tiled order /1 there are nontrivial 
idempotents e for which one can say more about the global dimensions of 
e.4e and /i (Proposition 2.4 and Theorem 2.8). These results are used in 
two applications. First, we relate Tarsy’s conjecture to a bound (see 
Schofield [SC]) on the global dimensions of finite dimensional algebras. 
Second, we relate bounds obtained in Section 1 and the results of Section 2 
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to the “local idempotent rings” used in the Wiedemann-Roggenkamp 
characterization of tiled orders of global dimension 2 [WR]. 
We begin by reviewing the graphical constructions. If n is a basic, semi- 
perfect Noetherian ring with the set of indecomposable projective right 
.4-modules (PI, . . . . P,>, we define the quiver of n as follows. The vertices 
of the quiver are (I, 2, . . . . n>, and there are mij arrows from i to j if Pi 
occurs m, times as a summand in the projective cover of rad(Pj) (in the 
rings considered here, mij is always either 0 or 1). When n is a tiled order, 
Wiedemann and Roggenkamp [WR J have attached values to the arrows 
giving the “valued quiver” of /1; the value of the arrow from i to j is k if 
Hom,(P,, P,) = (xk). The matrix ring n can be recovered from the valued 
quiver as a “path order” [WR, Theorem 11: /i = (A,) for A,= (x’), where 
k is the smallest value of any path from j to i (the value of a path is 
obtained by adding the vafues of the arrows in the path). Thus the valued 
quiver of a tiled order completely describes the ring. As an example, 
consider the following: 
EXAMPLE 0.1. The valued quiver 
0 
A- 
corresponds to the matrix ring 
A= 
D D D (x) (x) (x2) 
D (~1 (xl D (~‘1 (x3) 
D D D (xl D (xl 
-D D D D D D 
-D (x) (x2) (xl (x3) (x3) 
D D (xl (xl (x2) (x2) 
The global dimension of A can be calculated by resolving each rad(P,) (the 
valued quiver shows the first step of each resolution). It can be checked 
that gldim n = 5. 
In [J2] a strategy for proving Tarsy’s conjecture for tiled orders was 
outlined: one begins by proving that in any tiled order n of finite global 
dimension either some row or some column of f(n), the Jacobson radical 
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of A, is projective. Example 0.1 shows that this strategy will not work; in 
that example each vertex of the valued quiver has at least two arrows 
entering and two arrows leaving, so no row or column of Z(n) is 
/l-projective. Example 0.1 was constructed graphically from an example of 
a ring R in which no row of J(R) is projective (R = eAe, where e = e, + 
e2 + e3 + e4 + es for ei = eii [J2, pp. 329-3301). 
When n 2 Z = M,((x)), the ring A = n/Z is a finite dimensional k-algebra, 
so one can construct the quiver of A. When n is a tiled order containing Z, 
the quiver of A will have no loops or cycles, and the valued quiver of /1 is 
obtained from the quiver of A by placing value 0 on all arrows in the 
quiver of A, and connecting each sink to each source by an arrow of 
value 1. As an example consider: 
EXAMPLE 0.2. For 
\D D (xl D / 
i 
k 0 0 0 
A= 
0 k 0 0 
k 0 
i 
k0’ 
k k 0 k 
The quiver of A is 
1 2 
N 
the valued quiver of n then is 
It is easy to construct A from the quiver of A; Aii = (x) if there is no path 
from i to j, and A, = D if there is a path from i ta j. 
1. TARS'S CONJECTURE 
In this section we will prove Tarsy’s cmjecture for a tiled order A in 
M,(K) such that A 1 f= M~ffx)). We begin by noting that without loss of 
generality we can assume that A is a basic order (i.e., no pair of its 
indecomposable projective modules is isomorphic). We note that A = A/I is 
a subring of M,(k) containing all n primitive idempotents e, = e,, and 
hence is a piecewise domain [GS] and is isomorphic to a triangular matrix 
ring of the form 
where I, is either k = D/(X) or 0, so that we may assume that A is of the 
form 
where I, is either D or (x). The Jacobson radical J(A) is obtained by 
replacing all diagonal entries by (x). Note that Zr:J(.4) and that A is a 
semiperfect ring. 
The following results give an upper bound on the global dimension of A. 
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where -i; = k or 0. Suppose that A is partitioned so that 
A= , 
where gldim B = m. Then 
(a) gldim A<m+ t. 
(b) For any right A-module N, Nc [k, k, ,.., k] = M,,,(k), we have 
pdU&Km. 
Proof Since k is a field, it follows from [PR] that gldim A = 
sup{gldim B, fd(M,) + 1 } 6 m -t- 1, where fd denotes the flat dimension. 
For (b), note that if NG [k, k, . . . . k]( 1 - e,) then pd(N,) = pd(N,J <m. 
Otherwise we may write N = P + L, where P = N( 1 - e,) and L ez e, A; we 
have L, is projective. Consider the exact sequence of A-modules 
0 + L --+ P + L + (P + L)/L --, 0. Since P/(P n Lf N (P + L)/L is a 
B-module with pd( P/( P n L))A = pd( P/( P n L)), < gldim B = m, then 
pd(Pi- L),dm. I 
COROLLARY 1.2. For a matrix ring A of the type described above, and an 
A-module N c M,,,(k), we have: 
(a) gldim A < [n/21, where [ 1 is the greatest integer function. 
(b) pd(N,) < i[(n - 1 Y211. 
Proof. The result is easy to check for n = 1,2, and 3, and follows 
by induction on n, partitioning A as in Lemma 1.1. For then by [ PR] 
and induction, gldim A = supfgldim B, pd(M,) + 1 f < sup{ [(n - I )/2j, 
[(n-2)/21 + 1 f = [n/2& If n is odd, (b) follows from (a). ff n is even, 
(b) follows from (a) and Lemma 1.1(b). 1 
Corollary 1.2(a) is a special case of [M, Corollary 10.17, p. 2401. 
Given a quiver which is a directed graph G associated to a partial order 
of { 1, 2, +.., n} there exists a matrix ring A of the type above which has G 
as its quiver: A = (A,), where A, = 0 if there is no path from j to i, and 
A, = k if there is a path from j to i. A tiled order A 2 Z can be constructed 
as in Example 0.2 such that A/Z GIL A. 
We note that the bounds in Corollary 1.2 can occur. 
EXAMPLE 1.3. (a) For n even, the matrix ring A corresponding to the 
quiver below has gldim A = n/2 and pd(e,J(A)) = n/2 - 1. 
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2-4- -n-2 
(b) For n odd, the matrix ring A corresponding to the quiver 
2-4 -n--l 
l< x . ..x 
3-5 -n 
has gldim A = (n - 1)/2 and pd( [k, k, . . . . k] ) = (n - 1)/2. 
(c) Conversely, if gldim A = n/2, then the quiver of A is isomorphic 
to the directed graph in part (a) by [M, Corollary 10.17, p. 2401. 
The following lemmas are used to relate projective resolutions over A 
and A. Throughout let r= M,(D) and I= M,((x)). 
LEMMA 1.4 [ R2, p. 64, 1.43. For a short exact sequence of finitely 
generated submodules of free A-modules, 0 -+ M’ -+ M + M” + 0, if M’ has 
no r-direct summand, then the sequence 0 -+ &f’ -+ H + ii-i” + 0 is exact 
(where x = X/XZ). 
LEMMA 1.5. Suppose that P is a A-projective cover of the right A-module 
M so that 0 + K -+ P + M -+ 0 is a short exact sequence of A-modules. If the 
sequence 0 + K--f P --) &? -+ 0 is an exact sequence of A-modules (where 
8= X/XZ), then P is a projective cover of ii;r. 
Proof The image of the map KIKI + PjPI is exactly (K + PI)/PZE 
(rad( P) + PZ)/PZ = rad( P)/PZ = rad( P/PI). 1 
Throughout let G denote the right r-module G= [D, D, . . . . D] = 
M,,,(D). We obtain the following bound on pd(G,). 
LEMMA 1.6. Zf pd(G,,) < co then pd(G,) = pd(G,,) < [(n - 1)/21], where 
G = GIGI. 
ProoJ: Let O-+ P,+ fkPkp,+ . . . + PO -9 G -+O be a projective 
resolution of G using A-projective covers (A is semiperfect). Since 
pd(G,) < co, and since any finitely generated, torsion free r-module is 
isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of G, G is not a direct summand of 
ker(fi) for any i; reduction modulo I is exact by Lemma 1.4, and therefore 
O+P,+P,_, + . . . -+ P, -+ G + 0 is a nonsplitting projective resolution 
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of G by Lemma 1.5. Therefore pd(G,) = k = pd(G,,), but G is an A-module 
of the type described in Corollary 1.2, so pd(G,,) = k 6 [(n - 1)/21. m 
The bound of Lemma 1.6 can occur as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 1.7. (a) When n = 2m + 1 is odd, the order A corresponding 
to the following quiver of A has pd(G,) = m. 
2-4 - 2m 
l< >c . ..>c 
3-5 -2m+l 
(b) When n = 2m is even, the order A corresponding to the following 
quiver of A has pd(G), = m. 
l-3- ----+2m-1 
\ x-x 
2-4~ - 2m 
Proof: Let Pi be the A-submodule of G which is isomorphic to e,A. In 
either case G = P, + P, ~ 1, and the following is a nonsplitting projective 
resolution of G: 
O-P,+ ... ~P,_,0P,_3-‘PnOP,_1~G~0. 1 
Since A and f share the common ideal Z and A = A/Z, we have the 
following Cartesian square [see KK2]: 
A-A 
I I 
r- M,(k) 
This gives an upper bound on gldim A. 
PROPOSITION 1.8: gldim A < gldim A + pd(G, ) + 1. 
Proof By [ KK2, Corollary 43 we have gldim A < sup{ gldim A + 
pd(A,), gldim Z+ pd(Z,,)}. But Z,, N Z,, N 0 G,, so pd(A,) = pd(G,) + 1, 
and gldim Z+ pd(T,) = 1 + pd(G,). 1 
As gldim A is always finite, we note that gldim A < CO if and only if 
pd(G,) < CO. Proposition 1.8 and the bounds obtained on gldim A and 
pd(G,,) above are not quite sharp enough to prove Tarsy’s conjecture, but 
481:127’1-5 
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Mitchell’s result [M, Corollary 10.17, p. 2401 can be used to produce the 
desired bound. 
THEOREM 1.9. Zf A is a tiled order of finite global dimension in M,(K) 
with A?Z=M,((x)), then gldimA<n-1 for na2. 
Proof By Proposition 1.8, Lemma 1.6, and Corollary 1.2 we have 
gldim A d gldim A + pd(G,) + 1 < [n/21 + [(n - 1)/2j + 1 = n. For gldim A 
=n to occur we must have both gldim A = [[n/21 and pd(G,) = 
[(n - 1)/21]; we show that gldim A = n leads to a contradiction, If n is even 
then since gldim A = n/2, by [M, Corollary 10.17, p. 2401 the quiver of A 
must be as in Example 1.3(a), and hence A is explicitly described and 
pd(G,) = 0 gives a contradiction. If n is odd, then by adding an additional 
vertex n + 1, and connecting each sink to n + 1, we obtain a matrix ring of 
the form 
- 
k 
By [PR], gldim A’= pd(G,) + 1 = [(n - 1)/21 + 1 = (n + 1)/2; again by 
[M, Corollary 10.17, p. 2401 the quiver of A’ and hence of A is completely 
described, and A can be written out explicitly. One checks that gldim A = 
(n + 1)/2, a contradiction. 1 
While the order D (xl (xl (xl A =(x) D(xl (xl [ 1 D (xl D(xl D D (x) D 
corresponding to the quiver of A, 
1 2 
I\1 
3 4 
has gldim A = 3, for large n, gldim A seems to be much less than n - 1 
when A 2 I. The example below shows that gldim A can be roughly 
two-thirds of n when A 2 I. 
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EXAMPLE 1.10. Let n be the order in M3k + r(K) corresponding to the 
quiver for A shown below. Then gldim n = 2k + 1. 
A?” x3k-‘\ 
2-4~ 7...- 3k-2 -3k+l 
- 3(k- l)---+ 3k 
2. THE GLOBAL DIMENSIONS OF /i AND e/ie 
In this section we will prove some inequalities which relate the global 
dimensions of n and eAe, and then we will prove some applications to 
orders of finite global dimension. We begin by noting that in an order of 
finite global dimension the global dimension of ene can be arbitrarily large 
[KKl] or infinite [Sal. The valued quiver of the ring e/le can be obtained 
easily from the valued quiver of /i when e is a sum of some of the 
idempotents e,; the arrows in minimal paths are retained as vertices are 
removed. As an example, we describe graphically the example mentioned 
above. 
EXAMPLE 2.1 [KKl, Example 1.131. Let .4 be the order corresponding 
to the quiver of A: 
2 3 4 . . . . . k 
/\/\A /\ 
l--+k+l k+2 k+3 . . . ..2k-1 2k-+ 3k 
\r\r\/ \/ 
2k+l 2k+2 2k+3 . 3k-1 
Letf=ek+l +ek+Z + . . . + e2k and e = 1 -f. Then ene is the order corres- 
ponding to the quiver 
I<2 2 3 x 4 . ..>?. ‘),, 
2k+1-2k+2-2k+3 -3k-1 
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The vertices k + 1, k + 2, . . . . 2k have been removed, but all paths between 
retained vertices remain. We have gldim A = 2 but gldim eAe = k. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For any ring A and idempotent eEA, rgldim(eAe) 6 
rgldim A + pd(Ae),,, . Hence when A has finite right global dimension, the 
subring eAe has finite right global dimension ifand only ifpd(Ae),,, isfinite. 
Proof For any right eAe-module M, resolve MQen, eA over A: 
O-P,+ ... + P, -+ MQenp eA -+ 0. 
Tensoring this sequence over A with Ae gives the exact sequence 
O-+P,Q, Ae+ ... -,P,Q, Ae-+MQ,n,eA@n Ae-+O. 
Since en@,, Ae N eAe and PiQn Ae is an eAe-direct summand of 0, (Ae), 
we have an eAe-resolution of M: 0 -+ Qk + .. . + Q, --, M + 0 with 
pd(QiLAe G pd(AeL. A simple induction shows that pd(M),n,< 
k + pd(Ae),,, so rgldim(eAe) < rgldim(A) + pd(Ae),,,. fi 
LEMMA 2.3. Let A be any ring, and let I= AeA for an idempotent e E A. 
For any right A-module A4 let K be the kernel of the multiplication map from 
MeQene eA onto MI. Then KI= 0 and pd(K), < pd(Z,,) + rgldim(A/Z) + 1. 
Prooj Let k=&m,eQe&EK; then Cimieli=O. Then ke= 
C mieQeAie= (C mielie)Qe=O so KI=O. The usual change of rings 
[Ro, p. 245, Theorem 9.321 gives pd(K), < pd(A/Z),. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let A be an order, and let e be an idempotent of A 
with eAe a hereditary ring. Then gldim( A/Z) < gldim( A) < gldim( A/Z) + 2, 
where I = AeA. Hence such an order A has finite global dimension if and only 
if A/I has finite global dimension. 
Prooj Since eAe is hereditary, Ae is eAe-projective, and therefore 
Ae Qene e/i is a projective right A-lattice and has the same rank as AeA. 
Therefore the multiplication map Ae Qene eA + I is an isomorphism. By 
[F] since I is a right projective idempotent ideal, gldim(A/Z) < gldim A. 
To prove the upper bound, let M be an arbitrary right A-module; since 
eAe is a hereditary ring and e/i is a projective eAe-module, we have 
pd(MeQ,,,eA)< 1. Consider the exact sequence O+K-+MeQ,,,eA+MI-+O, 
where K is the kernel of the multiplication map. By Lemma 2.3 
we have pd(K),, < gldim(A/I) + 1, so pd(MI) < gldim(A/Z) + 2. Next 
consider the exact sequence 0 + MI+ M -+ M/MI -+ 0. Then pd(M), < 
sup{pd(MI),, pd(M/MI),} < sup{gldim(A/I)+2, gldim(A/Z)+ l} < 
gldim( A/Z) + 2. 1 
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The bounds above can be attained as shown in the following examples. 
EXAMPLES 2.5. Taking 
L _ DDD 
and e = e, , gldim A = gldim(A/Z) = 1. Taking D (x) lx’) 
A= D D (x) [ 1 DD D 
and e=e, +e *, gldim(A/Z) = 0 and gldim A = 2. The proposition can also 
be used to provide Artinian rings of finite global dimension; taking the 
previous A and e = e, shows that 
has global dimension 2. 
We next prove a generalization of the above proposition for subrings eAe 
of finite global dimension. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let A be an arbitrary ring, e an idempotent of A, and 
Z= AeA. Then rgldim A 6 pd(Z,) + rgldim(A/Z) + rgldim(eAe) + 2. 
Proof We will first show by induction on pd( Qne that for any 
right eAe-module V we have pd( VOene en),, < rgldim(A/Z) + pd(Z), + 
pd( V)c,,e + 2. Clearly if V is eAe-projective, then V/Oene e/i is A-projective. 
In general we have the exact sequence 0 -+ U -+ P + I/+ 0, where P is 
eAe-projective. The long exact sequence of Tor yields 
0 - Tor’;“‘( V, e/i) ---+ UQcnp eA -Jf-+ POenp eA - VOene e/l - 0. 
(*) 
Tor;“‘( V, e/l) is a right A-module; we claim that Tor;“‘( V, en). I= 0. To 
compute Tor;“‘( V, en), take an eAe-projective resolution of V, 
. ..- P&s PI& PO2 v-0, 
and consider the complex 
...- P20,npeA z P, Qene eA 3 POBsnc eA - 0; 
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TorL;“( V, eA) = ker(d, 0 l)/im(d,@ 1). Let 1 PiBelie ker(d, @ l), and 
consider (C Pi@ei,)e= (C pieJie)@e. Then (d, @ l)((C pie&e)@e) = 
d,(~p,eA,e)@e=O. NOW Po@eA=(Po@eAe)@(P,@eAf) forf= 1 -e, 
and d,(C pie&e) 0 e E P,, 0 eAe; consequently d,(C Pie3Lie) = 0. Thus 
C pjf?Aie = d2(U) for 24 E P,, and (t: Pi@eli)e=(d,@ l)(~@e), estab- 
lishing that Tor;“‘f V, eA)Z= 0, The usual change of rings [Ro, p. 245, 
Theorem 9.321 shows pd(Tor;““( I’, en)),, 6 pd(Z,) + rgldim(A/Z) + 1. 
Breaking (*) into two short exact sequences gives 
0 -+ Tor;‘e( V, eA) -+ UOPne eA -+ Im 40 -+ 0 
O+Imcp+P@eneeA-+ V@,npeA+O 
with POene eA a A-projective module. If pd( V)e,,e = k, then pd( U)ene = 
k - 1. Inductively, pd(UO,,, e/i) < pd(Z),, + rgldim(A/Z) + (k - 1) + 2; 
thus pd(Im cp),, < pd(Z), + rgldim(A/Z) + k + 1, and so pd( VQene eA) < 
pd(Z),, + rgldim(A/Z) + k + 2, establishing the claim. 
Now let M be an arbitrary A-module and consider the exact sequence 
By Lemma 2.3 and the claim above we have 
pd(MZ), < pd(Z), + rgldim(A/Z) + rgldim(eAe) + 2; 
so the exact sequence 0 + MI+ M -+ M/MI--f 0 establishes the result. 1 
As an application of the above results, we first prove a relation between 
upper bounds on the global dimension of finite dimensional algebras and 
Tarsy’s conjecture. Schofield [SC] has proven that there exists an upper 
bound on the global dimensions of finite dimensional algebras of finite 
global dimension which depends only upon the vector space dimension of 
the algebra [A : k], though the nature of the function f(n) is unknown (it 
appears that the global dimension of a finite dimensional algebra of finite 
global dimension is much less than its vector space dimension). 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Assuming that Tarsy’s conjecture is true for any order 
A 2 M,((x)) (A not necessarily tiled), then for any finite dimensional 
k-algebra A, gldim(A) ,( [A: k] (so the function f(n) could be taken to be 
f(nf=nf. 
Proof Suppose there is a finite dimensional k-algebra A with 
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[A : k] = n and n + 16 gldim A < cc. Without loss of generality, consider A 
embedded in M,(k) in the usual way. Let D = k[ [x]] be the ring of power 
series in one indeterminate, and choose R E M,(D) so that R/M,((x)) N A. 
Take 
D (x) ... (xl 
A= D N-1 R zi GM,+,(D). 
Then 
is a two-sided right (and left) projective, idempotent ideal of A with 
A/Zz A, so that by [F], gldim A > gldim A = n + 1. But by Proposition 2.4, 
gldim A d n + 3, so A has finite global dimension and hence is a coun- 
terexample to Tarsy’s conjecture. 1 
We note that the proof of Proposition 2.7 associates to each finite dimen- 
sional algebra A ([A : k] = n) of finite global dimension, an order A in 
M, + ,(D) containing M, + 1((x)) with gldim A < gldim A < gldim A + 2. 
In [WR] Wiedemann and Roggenkamp give a characterization of tiled 
orders A of global dimension 2; their characterization involves the “local 
idempotent ring corresponding to the vertex i,” e(i) Ae(i), where e(i) is the 
sum of all ej such that i and j are on a l-cycle of the valued quiver of A. 
One of the necessary and sufficient conditions that gldim /i < 2 is that 
gldim(e(i) Ae(i)) 6 2 for all local idempotents e(i). By [J2, Lemma 2.71, in 
a tiled order of finite global dimension every vertex of the valued quiver 
must lie on some l-cycle, so each of the idempotents e(i) is a sum of at least 
two primitive idempotents. We use the results above to show that the local 
idempotent rings of a tiled order always have finite global dimension. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let A c M,(D) be the local idempotent ring corresponding 
to vertex i, so that for any vertex j of the valued quiver of A there is a l-cycle 
containing j and i. Then: 
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(a) A is isomorphic to a matrix ring of the form 
A= 
ith 
ith 
L 
(xl - 
A, (xl N 
where A, and A2 are tiled orders A,z?M~-,((x)), A2~M,,+i((x)), and 
N2Mi-.~,~-i((X2)). 
(b) A is isomorphic to a tiled order which contains I=M,((x)). 
(c) gldim A d [n/2] + 3. 
Proof The value of each arrow in the quiver of A is 1 or 0; the vafue 
of each minimal path between k and i for any k is 1 or 0. Label the vertices 
so that the path k + i of minimal value has value 1 for k = 1, ,.., i- I, and 
has value 0 for k = i + 1, . . . . n. Let e = ej. Then A contains the ideal 
ith 
z= 
(x) . . . 
(x, * a. 
;~ 
D . I/ . 
D . . . 
(x) (x2). . . 
. . . . . . 
(x) (x2). *. 
D (x) a-. 
. . . . 
D (x) ... 
establishing (a). Part (b) follows by conjugation by the diagonal matrix 
d=diag(&), where dj= 1 for j= 1, . . . . i and di=x for j=i+ 1, . . . . n. By 
Proposition 2.4, A has finite global dimension if and only if A/Z has finite 
global dimension. But 
A,lMi-- It(X)) N’ 
A/I= 
0 A,lM,-i((X)) 
which has finite global dimension. By [PR], gldim(A/~) < gldim(A ,/ 
~~-,{(~)))+gldim(A2/~~-j((x)))+l, so gldim A~gldim(A,/~~-~((~))~~ 
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gldim( n z/M, ~ i ((x))) + 3 by Proposition 2.4. Hence by Corollary 1.2 we 
have gldim ,4 < [(i - 1)/21] + [(n - i)/2B + 3 < [n/21 + 3. u 
We note that a local idempotent ring can have arbitrarily large global 
dimension (e.g., the orders corresponding to the finite dimensional 
k-algebras of Example 1.3 are local idempotent rings corresponding to the 
vertex 1). 
Question. For a local idempotent ring e/le of a tiled order n of finite 
global dimension, is gldim(e/le) < gldim A? If this question can be 
answered affirmatively then one might hope to deduce properties of a tiled 
order /i of finite global dimension from the valued quivers of the local 
idempotent rings e/le, which are “pre-cycle graphs” in the sense of [WR, 
p. 1191 since each arrow in the valued quiver of ene occurs in a l-cycle. 
We conclude by noting that the case in which n is an order ,4 2 M,((x)) 
which is not tiled is quite different from the tiled case considered here. 
First, A = n/M-((x)) is a finite dimensional subalgebra of M,(k), but the 
quiver of A now may contain cycles. Second, V. A. Jategaonkar [J2] 
showed that there are only a finite number of nonisomorphic tiled orders n 
of finite global dimension in M,(K), so that for a fixed field K there is a 
bound on the global dimensions of tiled orders in M,(K); the following 
example shows that there are infinitely many nonisomorphic orders of 
global dimension 2 in M,( Q [ [x] ] ). 
EXAMPLE 2.9. Let D = Q[ [xl], and for each nE N let p,, be the nth 
prime. Let 
R,= 
note that R,/M,((x)) N Q(A). Take 
by Proposition 2.4, gldim /i,, d 2 (since A, is not hereditary, gldim A,, = 2). 
The /1, are not isomorphic since A,,/J(n,) N Q(A) @ Q. 
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